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Abstract

This case study reports on and analyses the impact that collaborating on a developmental project had on the people involved. The project created an online self-assessment tool that offers students the opportunity to plan their preparedness to enter the work place, named the Preparation for Placement Assessment Tool. The aim of the project was to develop an artefact that aids all students to think about and prepare for placements, and more broadly to be work-ready. It also aims to help disabled students to identify and manage their individual needs. A practice research ethos, which included the engagement of a diverse mix of students, was central to successful development. Working in collaboration with students is offered as an effective strategy for improving project outcomes and embedding student involvement into research, teaching, learning and scholarly activities. Whilst evaluation of the usefulness of the tool is still ongoing and will be reported at a later date, what is already clear is the positive impact involvement in the project had on the team members, particularly those who were students. Four key factors are identified as
significant for this success – student power, methodology, the use of funding, and slow burn.
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**Background**

An expectation that universities have a primary responsibility for preparing students for the world of work has grown during the period of this project development. Personal Development Planning has been a Quality Assurance Agency requirement in the UK since 2001 (QAA, 2009a), and the development of careers support is now seen as an essential rather than a peripheral feature of university provision (QAA, 2009b; UK Commission for Employment and Skills, 2009). The above recommendations, alongside Strategic Health Authority funded research related to disabled students entering professional practice (Hargreaves et al., 2013; Walker et al., 2013), formed the backdrop to the development of the Preparation for Placement Assessment Tool (PPA). This tool aims to aid students to prepare for placements, as a conduit to developing the skills and confidence needed in the world of work.

In parallel a five year programme, a Centre for Excellence in Teaching and Learning awarded by the Higher Education Funding Council for England, was coming to a close. It sought to:

> Explore ways which ensured that students from courses in Health and Social Care graduate fully equipped to perform confidently and competently at the start of their professional careers. (Assessment and Learning in Practice Settings (ALPS), 2010)

Outputs from ALPS, including research regarding disabled students (Dearnley and Walker, 2009) and the evaluation of collaboration (Hargreaves et al., 2011) provided guidance and structure to the PPA tool.

Having identified a need for a tool to help students to recognise and manage their personal strengths and limitations, our experience suggested that catering for disabled students as a separate sub group was problematic. In addition, UK legislation in the form of the
Equality Act (Government Equalities Office, 2010) advocates a policy of inclusivity, moving from making adjustments and exceptions for disabled people, to changing practice to render adjustments unnecessary.

Thus, rather than developing a tool exclusively aimed at students who had declared a disability, a self-assessment that captured the needs of all students was developed. A budget was provided jointly by ALPS and the University of Huddersfield innovation fund. The timeline from initial ideas to the delivery is outlined in Figure One.

**Figure One. Timeline for PPA development.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>APLS-CETL</th>
<th>University of Huddersfield (UoH)</th>
<th>Universities of Huddersfield and Bradford</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>The ALPS programme was a 5 year CETL including 16 different health and social care professions, 5 universities and education providers across a Strategic Health Authority.</td>
<td>UoH allocated Teaching Quality Enhancement Funding to a bid exploring the transitions of disabled students into Higher Education.</td>
<td>This evaluation highlighted the needs of students entering Higher Education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Artefacts for enhancing assessment and learning, and methods of working – particularly collaboration – were developed and evaluated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A successful bid was made to the Strategic Health Authority to jointly research the experience of disabled students and professionals in the NHS. Risk assessment for practice placements was identified as a recommendation from the findings - The two universities continue to collaborate but have developed solutions specific to their individual systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>The UoH team gained additional internal Innovation Funding to develop a preparation for placement self-assessment tool for all students, regardless of discipline or disability (PPA).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>PPA was developed and tested and is available online:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td><a href="http://ppa.hud.ac.uk/">http://ppa.hud.ac.uk/</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Project design and delivery

A highly collaborative methodology was used to develop the tool which involved creating a group, initially of over 30 people. This included members of academic staff and educational technologists; colleagues and students with disability and professional practice expertise, and student collaborators recruited from across the university via the ‘jobshop’.

Ethical approval was sought and given from the University of Huddersfield ethics panel. At this stage, evaluation just focused on the development process (not the effectiveness of the tool). This included feedback from a national seminar, the scrutiny of usage data from the self-assessment tool, and reflective data from those involved with the project.

The project was initiated though a series of workshops where the students involved began to identify the questions that they felt would have helped them to prepare for the placements they had experienced. From this a prototype questionnaire began to emerge that the learning technologist (two of whom were also undergraduate students on year-long sandwich placements) could develop into a software solution.

The tool asks users a series of questions regarding their preparedness for practice which they rate. Feedback is then generated including a swot analysis derived from the scores. A range of resources are included to aid preparation. Further information, the tool and its resources can be found at: http://ppa.hud.ac.uk/

Around eight months into the project, a national seminar to discuss and disseminate PPA attracted over 80 delegates. They came from a wide range of disciplines and were enthusiastic, helpful and vocal in their evaluation. This aided refinement of the self-assessment and the series of resources that accompany it. These now included advice and guidance on financial support and preparation; understanding placements in a country different from the student’s own culture; advice and guidance for disabled students; and action planning.

By July 2012 a full prototype was online and being used. Funding allowed for a further 12 month cycle of development so a second phase commenced. This involved reviewing the user interface of the tool; improving the ‘back end’ of the database to make information retrieval easier; and the continued development of the resources to include an interactive
game, alternative forms of information delivery, and interviews with disabled students talking about their experiences of placement.

As of July 2013 the tool is openly available on the Internet as a Creative Commons development, as well as embedded into university systems at two universities. Work is continuing to improve and disseminate the tool and the resources. Critical review of the methodology and evaluation of the tool will be reported in 2014/15.

**Impact**

The experience of working with ALPS and of earlier project work had convinced the team that projects were enhanced through effective student involvement. Despite this knowledge, looking back over the first two years of development, what struck us was the richness of the collaboration and the impact it had, particularly on the student members of the team. Figure Two offers an illustration of the multiple achievements for the university, external colleagues, disabled people, staff and students.

Looking inwardly to the project itself, the ways in which the team was constructed affected the outcome. Student involvement included those who responded to the JobShop advert and the full-time sandwich year technology students, as well as a staff member and external colleague who were also part time students. They represented a rich cross section of international and home students, disabled and non-disabled, undergraduate, postgraduate, part/full-time, and many subject disciplines. We developed the tool though a series of iterative workshops over a two year period. The aim was to build the tool from the bottom up and from the second workshop onwards all participants began to interact with each other to actively influence and change the direction of the project.

For example, a group of students talked about how hard it had been financially; this led to developing a set of questions students should ask themselves about money before they started a placement, and a finance calculator which was subsequently developed into a web application. Another group of international students worked with home students to write a guide to working in a different culture. A mixed group of disabled and non-disabled students and staff developed guidance on managing impairment and deciding when to disclose. An international management student argued for and developed a SWOT
analysis which was subsequently refined following the national seminar, coded into the tool by the technology students, and tested by all.

Moving the gaze to the people themselves, everyone gained. As might be expected, staff involvement in the project has raised individual profiles and given confidence, but the student achievements are most significant. The students came to the project with a broad range of skills and left having shared these, gaining new abilities and confidence, as well as some financial remuneration. International students improved their spoken and written English; home students gained understanding of different cultures. Disabled and non-disabled people talked freely about the talents and impairments that everyone brings to their work. A small number of students continue to be involved, as this fits with their study and other work patterns. Key personal achievements for individual students include:

- All students honed their communication, group work and presentational skills, enhancing their CV.
- Seven students chose to use their experience of PPA as a focus for assessed coursework (so far of the undergraduate students, one has gained 2.1 marks and two gained 1st class marks directly related to PPA, and two have gained 2:1 and 1st class honours overall). One education student is using evaluation of PPA as an undergraduate final year project, and a computing student has successfully gained fees for a full time Masters by Research to develop PPA further.
- One collaborator’s involvement was part of a personal profile that led to a full-time PHD studentship.
- Another student has used their involvement to gain a full time year-long placement.
- Several students gained personal confidence following recovery from health problems.
- Six students travelled to international or national conferences, preparing and presenting materials.
- Six students have been involved in writing this and other publications.
- The technology students gained new skills not just related to software development, but collaboration and communication. They learned to share current expertise with others, developing their own portfolio.
Key factors for success

Reflecting on the impact, specifically with regard to student achievement, four factors emerge as significant:

Student power
At all stages students have outnumbered staff and been majority stakeholders in the process. At its largest, 30+ students and six staff were active contributors. As the second year focused down, the smaller group of around ten was still weighted 2:1 towards students, with two staff members also students. This meant that there was never a chance that the student voice was lost or tokenistic.

It was also a project in which student motivation to engage was unrelated to assessment, supporting Orr’s (2010) assertion that a lack of pressure to compete, and no risk of failure,
increased students’ success at collaboration. Interestingly, as can be seen from the student achievements above, several students linked their involvement in PPA to assessed coursework. This was their choice, a shrewd decision to utilise something they felt confidence and pride in, but in which the success or failure of the actual tool was not linked to their assessment.

**Methodology**
We loosely used two approaches to developing the project. Firstly cyclic after action learning (Park, 1999; Stinger, 2013), and secondly incremental and practitioner led (Davies et al., 2007). Values such as mutual respect, open discussion, skills sharing, and feedback which are embedded in these methods, led to positive feedback. Reflecting on the experience, members suggested that it worked ‘exceptionally well’, that they felt ‘proud and lucky’ to be involved and it was a ‘productive and happy’ collaboration. Elements of the project echoed Vygotsky’s (1978 – reprinted in Guavain and Cole, 1997, pp.34-41) ‘zones of proximal development’ where individual expertise and confidence rubbed off on others.

**Use of funding**
With just under £12,000 over a two year period, funding was significant, but not huge. We used it mainly to:

- Employ students as paid collaborators.
- Buy time for a former student/researcher with significant expertise regarding disability.
- Offer reward and recognition to students through involvement in conference attendance, presentation and writing.

Funding was stretched further by positioning the project within core work areas such as the technology student placements and coordination for disabled students, which ensured wider commitment and greater resource. Earlier work (Millard and Hargreaves, 2013) suggests that whilst funding is practically desirable, the ways in which it is used symbolically to recognise and respect each contribution is also important. Thus the funding...
not only paid students for their time, but offered rewards in other ways that validated their involvement.

**Slow burn**
The ideas that underpin PPA and the collaborative methodology had been developing for several years (see Figure One). In addition, through a combination of serendipity, that the ALPS programme was coming to an end and practical management of the budget at the university, we were able to roll the remaining budget over into a second year. Many learning and teaching projects are short, lack lead-in time and have inflexible reporting and budget deadlines. This means that projects may have to complete in a shortened time frame; but we met all report deadlines and then had a second loop of review and development. The more intimate and long term group led not only to a better outcome for the PPA tool, but also to greater student gains in terms of confidence and achievement.

A combination of all four factors meant that we could be creative with timescales and stretch the funding to go much further than we had anticipated.

**Conclusion**
This case study has briefly outlined the use of a collaborative methodology where students were majority stakeholders to develop a self-assessment tool for preparation for placement experience. It is presented in order to highlight what the team believe are the key factors in this success. It remains to be seen if the PPA tool is also successful: reporting on this aspect of evaluation is due later in 2014.
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